
IMROC-IR™

ONLINE TRAINING

Install the Wireless IR Transceiver Units

NOTE: Before beginning IMROC-IR installation, you need to specify and prepare
the ideal location for each Wireless IR Transceiver Unit in the MRI Suite to ensure
effective System performance. Consult with your Optoacoustics support
representative, who is trained and experienced to assist you with this activity.

Sample Wireless Transceiver Units Example Placement (Red Icons)
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Steps:

1. Attach IR Transceiver Unit mounts to the MRI Suite walls
CAUTION: Follow all relevant safety guidelines while working in the MRI Suite. Use
only certified MRI safe tools and materials. All parts and materials supplied with the
IMROC-IR System are certified as MRI safe.

Mount each of the Units on the MRI Suite walls according to your location plan, as follows.

(Guide images follow the text below.)

The Unit mount should be fastened
13 cm from the ceiling and 15 cm
from the nearest corner, as measured
from the mounting screw positions:

1. Use a pointed tool to create an anchorpoint in the wall for each mounting screw. Attach
the base of the Unit to the wall firmly using a screwdriver. All four screws should be used.

2. Orient the base so that its swivel joint (A) is completely vertical and its rounded profile is
at the top. Insert one of the 2-inch bolts into the center hole from the top, but do not
attach the wingnut yet.

3. Insert the other 2-inch bolt (B) into the center hole of the free swivel arm, as shown. Insert
the bolt from the rounded profile of this joint also.

4. Attach the free swivel arm to the Unit base swivel joint from the bottom using the first bolt
(A) and attach the wingnut. The saw-toothed edges of both swivel parts should face each
other and interlock. Do not tighten the wingnut completely -- you will still need to adjust
the ideal swivel angle later in a later step.

5. Separate the front and back halves of the IR Transceiver by gently pressing the two
plastic tabs located at the top of the Transceiver. (Exact tab locations are shown in Image
3 of Step 5.)

Mount the back half (C) of the IR Transceiver Unit to the free swivel arm using the second
bolt (B) and attach the wingnut. Once again, the saw-toothed edges of both parts should
interlock. Do not tighten the wingnut completely -- here too, you will still need to adjust the
ideal swivel angle in a later step.

When all IR Transceiver Units have been mounted, go to the next step.
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2. Prepare the MRI Suite ceiling at each Unit location
Following your location plan, perform the following activities on the acoustical ceiling tile that
is closest to each Unit location:

1. Use a black felt pen to mark the inside edge of the tile corner.
2. Carefully lower the tile from the ceiling and use a sharp knife to cut a 1 x 3 cm open

slot from your pen mark to the edge of the tile.
3. You will use the open slot to pass each set of fiber optical and electrical cable ends to

its designated IR Transceiver Unit from above the ceiling, as shown.
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3. Feed fiber optical cables through the waveguide to each Unit
From the back of the EOU case in the Equipment Room, carefully run the free connectors of
all fiber optical cables into the MRI Suite ceiling through the waveguide.

Position each fiber optical connector pair in the ceiling above the planned location of its
designated IR Transceiver Unit.

CRITICAL: Each of the supplied fiber optical cables is exactly 30 m in length.

DO NOT CUT THE UNUSED PORTION of the cable under any circumstances. This will
cause the IMROC-IR System to fail. If there is any unused length of optical cable,
carefully coil it in the ceiling close to its target IR Transceiver Unit. Do not coil the
cable too tightly, as this will damage the optical fiber. Shortening or otherwise
altering any part of the supplied fiber optical cables will void your System warranty.

4. Plug electrical cable into the power outlet installed near each
Unit
Be sure to remove and discard all metallic cable ties before bringing the electrical cables into
the MRI Suite.

After plugging the cable into a
designated power outlet, bring its
electrical connector, together with the
fiber optical cable connectors, to the
designated IR Transceiver Unit,
shown below.
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5. Connect all cables to each mounted Unit
From the MRI Control Room, toggle the power switch at the lower right of the Control
Console back panel to the ON position. This sends light signals through the fiber optical
cables that will assist you in making the correct IR connections.

TIP: You will need to use a ladder or chair in order to make these connections.

Perform the following steps for each Unit in the System. (See the images that follow for all
details.)

1. Bring the front half of the
IR Transceiver Unit close
to its second half on the
designated base (already
mounted on the wall).

Connect the electrical
connector to the electrical
plug on the interior of the
Unit. Connect the lit
connector of the fiber
optical connector pair to
the upper port of the
Unit, as shown. Connect
the dark connector to the
lower port of the Unit.

2. When the correct
connections are made,
the operating indicator on
the front of the Unit will
immediately light up.
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3. After connections are complete, re-attach the front and back halves of the Unit. Press the
two halves together until the plastic tabs snap into position with a clicking sound.

The Unit is now mounted in position on the MR Suite wall and operational.

6. Orienting the IR Transceiver Units for best operation
The principles of infrared (IR) based transmission require that there be a clear line-of-sight
among all IR devices for best operation.

With the IMROC-IR System, wall-mounted IR Transceivers communicate with the mobile IR
Transceivers which are attached to each user’s Headset. Therefore, the ideal line-of-sight will
be between these device pairs.

You should orient the IR wall-mounted units toward the center of the MRI Suite, specifically
toward the MRI bed where primary IMROC-IR users will work during a procedure (as
indicated by orange lines in the diagram below). Be sure to point one IR Transceiver unit
toward the back side of the MRI as well.
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Adjusting the wall mounted IR Transceiver Units

You adjust the orientation angle of the Unit using the swivel arms (A) and (B), described in an
earlier step here.

Most of the orientation adjustment can typically be achieved using the outer swivel arm (B).
Loosen its wingnut and adjust the exterior half of the Unit so that the center of its dark
window is at the optimum angle. You can tilt the Unit up and down, as well as sideways from
left to right to achieve this. When the desired orientation is reached, tighten the wingnut
completely to lock the Unit in its position.

In some scenarios, for example when there is a cabinet or other object in its transmission
path, you may first need to adjust the inner swivel arm (A) uin order to achieve the optimum
angle for the unit.

You have completed installation of the IMROC-IR Transceiver Units.
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